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SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF 

| PRESIDENT KENNEDY, 11/22/63 

AFO 

CLARK ANDERSON, Legal Attache, Mexico Cit 
called Dallas Office .t approximately 1:00 PH and advised 

as follows: 

Note: Above information given by ANDERSON to ASAC. "by 

CLARK by telephone Saturday night, 11/23/63. Poa 

BY ANDERSON stated BELMONT was also interested in ALEX 

ae HIDELL, the question being , “Has HIDELL been identified as a 

t separate person?", 
| | 

ee 1 advised ANDERSQN that we have. never come up with 

qt anything; that the gun that\was used here was shipped to 

+ OSWALD under the name A |! 

4 tes and that the Laboratory made \the handwriting examination and 

- determined that the handwritikg on this A. HIDELL was identical 

with OSWALD's handwriting. 
hi) dt 

a ose RUDD, when he came back, mentioned at time he was 

ES ested he had a Selective Service card under name of ALEX 

LL and Belective Service records in Ft. Worth do ndt shov 

yNIIDELL. It is a complete phoney, I advised ANDERSON; there 

» 48 ndsuch number for that Board. | 

rng ae 

ay ANDERSON was advised that although we had a WA 

line to San Antonio, our lines were pretty well tied up tatenl 

this time, and he stated he would call San Antonio Office 

and give them the above lead, 
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At 2:00 PM this date I furnished par 4 and 5 to BAC 4 

HARRY MAYNOR, New Orleans. He stated he would have the same .''* 

checked. 
ee San 

In addition, I advised him that in OSWALD's possessions 

taken by the Police, there had peen located today something 

rs purported to be a vaccination certificate dated June 8, 1963 

from the U.yS. Department of Health, Education and Welfare, 

New Orleans} La.; this purportedly reflecting a vaccination by 

Dr. A. J. HMPEEL. There was a rubber st with this signature 

~gid~some writing which looked like ART HIDPEL. 
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